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QUESTION 1

A BPM analyst has completed the Discovery Map and is ready to begin converting the Discovery Map into a Process
Diagram in Blueworks Live. What is the correct element mapping from Discovery Map to Process Diagram? 

A. Milestones to lanes, participant to section headers, activities to tasks 

B. Milestones to tasks, participant to lanes, activities to section headers 

C. Milestones to section headers, participant to lanes, activities to tasks 

D. Milestones to section headers, participant to tasks, activities to lanes 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

During Playback 0, a business user asks the following question: "Once a task is assigned to a user, can the task be
reassigned to another user?" Which of the following responses is a valid response by a BPM analyst? 

A. No, assignment must be built into the system. 

B. No, once a task is assigned to a user the task must be completed by the user. 

C. Yes, a user can reassign their task to any other user. 

D. Yes, reassignment is possible dependant upon the role of the user. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A cable company is improving a process in their call center for requesting cable service. The new process will run in
IBM Business Process Manager V7.5.1. The call center supervisor would like to know how long it takes the customer
service representatives to take the customer requests before passing the request to the engineering department to
provide the service. What should the BPM analyst recommend to address the measurement reporting requirement? 

A. Use the My Performance scoreboard with Provide Cable Service filter. 

B. Use the My Team Performance scoreboard with the Take customer service request. 

C. Use IBM Business Monitor to create a custom report with events from the engineering department database. 

D. Create a custom report with tracking points in the process with cable service customer names. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

A BPM analyst is modeling the process for acquiring membership at a club. The analyst interviewed the front office
supervisor, who provided the following description of the first activity "Enter Application": "One of our receptionists
receives a paper application from a potential client, an applicant. The receptionist first looks up the client\\'s name and
address to see if it exists in our system, then enters the information from the paper application into the system, and
assigns a membership number to the application. When the application entry is complete, the receptionist sends it to the
manager for an initial review." The BPM analyst has created the discovery map and now needs to enter information
from the above description into the Details fields in Blueworks Live for the activity "Enter Application". For the activity
"Enter Application", who is the Supplier? 

A. Front Office Supervisor 

B. Receptionist 

C. Applicant 

D. Manager 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A company needs the BPM analyst to provide a business value and impact assessment to only proceed with processes
that align with their corporate strategy. 
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The company\\'s corporate strategy is to begin with small quick win pilots that require low effort and low impact and then
scale to large programs that are low effort and high impact. In the exhibit below, which quadrants contain the processes
the BPM analyst should recommend? 

A. Top right, top left 

B. Top right, bottom right 

C. Bottom right, top left 

D. Bottom left, top left 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 6

A BPM analyst needs to assess the process for claim submission of automobile incidents of an insurance company.
One of the general goals for the company is to improve customer service. Which of the following should a BPM analyst
define as a Critical Success Factor (CSF) aligned to this goal? 

A. Increase phone satisfaction survey scores. 

B. Increase customer base by gaining new customers. 

C. Train insurance adjustors on interpreting a police report. 

D. Train phone representatives on Business Process Management System (BPMS) software. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 7

After the Prioritization Matrix is complete, a BPM analyst is assisting further to expand the matrix and to do an Impact
and Effort analysis. 
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Based on the Exhibit, which solution should the BPM analyst identify? 

A. One must focus on one quadrant which is high Impact and low Effort. 

B. One must focus on projects with high value without considering which quadrant it is in. 

C. Depending on the corporate strategy, one must focus on the black and blue projects. 

D. Depending on the corporate strategy, one can focus on one quadrant or a combination of them. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 8

A BPM analyst has built the following process diagram during a process discovery workshop: 
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Each activity noted above will have a separate Coach displayed in IBM Business Process Manager V7.5.1. How must
the BPM analyst adjust the diagram to capture this requirement while adhering to best practices for proper process
modeling granularity? 

A. Add a separate milestones for each activity in the Developer swimlane. 

B. Add a separate swimlane for each activity in the Developer swimlane. 

C. Color each activity with a different color to indicate separate Coaches. 

D. Combine the Developer\\'s 3 activities into a single activity or subprocess. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 9

A company needs to improve their hiring process and hired a BPM analyst to map the current state. During the process
discovery session, the team identifies that the process steps to review the "hiring" request is the same as the process
steps to review a "promotion/pay rise" request. What should the BPM analyst use to map the activities needed for the
review of the "hiring" request in Blueworks Live? 

A. a sub-process 

B. a different color 

C. a linked process 

D. a separate milestone 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 10

A BPM analyst has modeled the following process. However, after the "Extract Data" and "Send data use case template
to client", the client has stated that "Complete data scenarios" should be done. 

How should the BPM analyst adjust the process? 

A. Join A and B 

B. Insert join before A, and move B after A 

C. Insert Join before B, and move A after B 

D. Move B before A, and insert a join after A 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 11

A company needs to improve their hiring process and hired a BPM analyst to map the current state. During the
discovery session, the business subject matter experts (SMEs) indicate to the BPM analyst that the hiring request is
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reviewed by both the human resource admin and the human resource manager. How should the BPM analyst document
the participant role for this activity? 

A. Assign the admin as the participant since the admin is paid less. 

B. Assign the manager as the participant since the admin reports to the manager. 

C. Break the "Review" task into separate tasks and define who does what. 

D. Pick either the admin or the manager and assign the "Review" task to that role. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

During process discovery, the business subject matter experts (SMEs) make the following statement about how the
process starts: "Today, our users access the database that stores new orders and copy that information manually onto a
request form. This form is passed from one participant to another during the process. In our future state, we would like
IBM Business Process Manager V7.5.1 to connect to the database directly, so that we don\\'t have to manually create
our request forms." The IT representatives from the client indicate that this should be possible. How should the BPM
analyst respond to this? 

A. Defer this discussion for the BPM developers. 

B. Gather all the technical details for this integration. 

C. Capture that the process should start systematically and identify high level inputs to the process. 

D. Inform the business SMEs that this is not possible as the process must start with a Human Task. 

Correct Answer: C 
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